BACHELOR OF BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE (HONS)

Biomedical Science explores the understanding of the human body whereby students will be exposed to various medical diagnostics and its latest developments covering the areas of anatomy and physiology, clinical biochemistry, human genetics, medical microbiology, cellular pathology, blood sciences, pharmacology and many more. This programme aims to produce well-rounded, competent Biomedical scientists to cater to the growing demand of the healthcare industry.

Route to Bachelor of Biomedical Science (Hons) at SEGi University:

SPM / O-Level or equivalent qualification

→ Diploma in Medical Laboratory Technology 5 credits

→ Foundation in Science (Credits in Maths & Science subjects)

→ Work as a Medical Laboratory Technologist

STPM / A-Level / Matriculation

Bachelor of Biomedical Science (Hons)

STUDY GRANTS are available for limited time only

*Terms and conditions apply

INNOVATE THE FUTURE OF HEALTHCARE

REGISTRATION NOW for September 2016 Intake.
Limited Seats Available.

Innovative teaching delivered through student-centric learning techniques

Dedicated, passionate and experienced educators

Well-equipped laboratory facilities

Industrial placements are available

SETARA 2013
SEGi University,
Tier 5 Rating: Excellent

segiedu.my